
Overview
The Problem:
• Industry standard frozen chum (top right) provides fisherman with an 

endless mess and it is ineffective at delivering chum to where it needs to 
be: the bottom

• Fishermen have tried to solve the issue of getting chum to the bottom by 
mixing sand in with the frozen chum to make “chum balls” (bottom right)
• These chum balls are extremely messy to make and break apart before 

reaching the ocean floor

Our Solution:
• Our product, Chum Bombs, gives fishermen all the benefits of standard 

chum, without the mess and provides the ability to reach the bottom

• Chum Bombs are packets of chum sealed in PVA (a water soluble plastic) 
that slowly dissolve in the ocean, not only making it much cleaner, but 
also more effective because it reaches much deeper than standard chum
• Additionally, the PVA is entirely water soluble, meaning it is safe for our 

oceans



Opportunity

• Saltwater Fishing is a very large market that is largely price insensitive

• In 2018, 13.1 million people went saltwater fishing

• The average number of saltwater fishing trips per person was 13.5

• Chum is a massive annoyance to boat owners who are constantly scrubbing 
their coolers and decks trying to clean out the stench of leaked chum

• Chum is often used for bottom fishing, yet there is no practical way to get it 
to the bottom where one’s bait sits

• People will often take north of 50lbs of chum with them per fishing trip. 
Therefore, there is a constant demand for chum products



Our Solution/Strategy

Solution:
• We aim to give fisherman a better alternative to standard chum because of two clear differences:
1. Cleaner

• Stat
• By packaging chum into PVA bags, Chum Bombs eliminates any need for fisherman to handle wet, gross chum.
• Additionally, due to the sealed PVA packaging it will keep coolers clean unlike traditional frozen chum.
• Instead, they can just pick up a Chum Bomb toss it into the water and let it do the rest.

2. More Effective
• The PVA bags dissolve slowly in salt water, allowing chum to slowly seep out of the packaging and reach much deeper 

than standard chum
• This is ideal for fisherman as they have struggled to find ways to make chum fall deeper into the water.

Strategy:
• We see this as a licensing play to one of the major chum companies such as Tournament Master Chum ®

• Chum industry is dominated by a few major players. Rather than trying to compete, we believe our best 
strategy would be to license our idea to them

• Licensing helps us to avoid major costs associated with manufacturing and distributing our product



~Number of chum users: 13.1 million people saltwater fish per year x 25% who we estimate use chum = 3.275 million chum users

~Chum use per person, per year: 13.5 average # of outings / 2 portion of outings we estimate they use chum= 6.75 outings with chum

~# of outings per year that use chum: 3.275 million chum users x 6.75 outings with chum = 22.1 million total outings with chum 

~Total chum sales per year: 42 lbs of chum per outing x 22.1 million total outings with chum = $928.2 million of chum sales @ $1/lb

5% of chum market captured x $928.2 million = $46.41 million of revenue for Chum Bombs

5-10% royalty x $46.41 million = $2.32-$4.64 million of royalty fees for us

Royalty Fee Potential

Our team estimated several key metrics listed above in order to show how profitable we believe this venture will be.
Based on the assumptions above we estimate that we could generate between $2.32 to $4.64 million of royalty fees by 

capturing 5% of the existing chum market. It is important to note that because this is a licensing play, it would be much easier 
to get a 5% market share since our partnered companies already make up a majority of the market.



Ask and Use
Ask:

$30,000

Uses:

Acquiring Patent

Additional Research

Creating Prototypes 
for pitches to major 
chum companies
Total

$20,000

$5,000

$5,000

$30,000


